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...We the Proud 
Vidyans... 

|| CONSTITUTION OF VIDYA SANSKAR || 
 
 
 

 
In the name of grooming Indian International Leaders based on 
nationalistic roots, Indian values and philosophy for education. 

 
 



 

Why do we need this 
nonsense?  
Simply speaking, this one single governing document 
will bring all students, teachers and management on one 
page.   It is not really new constitution in literal terms 
but purposely named so, for the sheer gravity and deep 
rooted importance that this document may have on 
school’s learning environment and achieving mission. 
 

First release: This will state agreements, values, 
student life and work culture ethics, which are in 
accordance to the mission .  Once people are aware of 
the expectations and requirements it will compel them 
into behave in the acceptable standard behavior and will 
also make people accountable for the same.   
 

Evolution to a “Vidya 
Shastra” 

In 20 years time, this constitution document, will 
evolve, into a collection of thoughts, ideas, which will 
be unique to Vidya Sanskar school and will be like 
Shastra for grooming international leaders.  A timeless, 
authorless, limit-less governing and reference document, 
which will evolve with growth of Vidya Sanskar.   
 
This document should be continuously improved and 
updated with time. It describes what Indian and 
international values will be inculcated in leaders for 

tomorrow. Teachers and student heads to be regularly 
trained on this. 
Every point to be strictly viewed and analyzed on the 
basis of Vidya Sanskar’s mission statement 
 
Our Constitution 
 
We the people of Vidya Sanskar agree will learn, work and behave 
in accordance to following points: 
 

1. We the students of Vidya Sanskar, welcome and pray for all 
noble thoughts, improvements and suggestions to come to us 
from all directions. 

 
2. We the people of Vidya Sanskar, believe all students are our 

karma-putras.  We understand that their life is effected by our 
decisions, our efforts and we love them as we love our children. 

 
3. We the teachers of Vidya Sanskar, will work towards 

developing personality of our children, which is capable to 
handle mental tension and related health problems, violence, 
cruelty, drug addiction, ethical and social discipline, 
exploitation, last but not the least lack of spirit of social service. 

4. …….. 
 

Commandments of a Vidyan 
 
For Vidya Sanskar Teachers 

1. Thou shalt not steal, ………………. 
2. Thou shalt ………………. 
3. Thou shalt do this, ………………. 

 

Do you think  
is a good idea? 


